
One who is beloved. Wed 23 March 2022 

I recently read an article in The Economist 

regarding the reliability of witnesses to 

crimes.  It appears that if you are sure of 

your identification the first time, then it’s 

best not to be asked a second time, because 

certainty diminishes with time - even of a few 

minutes. 

I mention this because we have the event of 

Jesus’ baptism referred to in all four gospels; 

Mark and Luke’s accounts are identical - word 

for word, but Matthew’s account puts the 

voice into the third person, and John makes no 

mention of a voice at all.   

All refer to a dove descending onto Jesus and 

settling on him - not just doing a quick fly-

past. 

The voice - and our reading for today - differ.  

I’m not sure if it’s really that important, but I 

wonder who the voice is for. 

If it is really for Jesus’ ears, which it well 

might be as in Mark and Luke the voice from 

heaven is quoted as saying, ‘You are my Son, 

whom I love; with you I am well pleased.’  This 

is close and personal, and in distinction from 

Matthew’s account, which puts it into the third 

person; ‘This is my Son, whom I love; with him 

I am well pleased.’ 
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That sounds more like an introduction of a 

newcomer to group of people who would 

undoubtedly have been present at the public 

baptisms of John. 

The personal, close, and intimate, ‘You are my 

Son…’ is - to my mind - very different, because 

it feels like a fatherly hug to his son, 

reassuring him that ‘it’s all going to be OK in 

the end.’ 

There is no need, therefore, for the words to 

be heard by anyone else.  As I have mentioned, 

John’s gospel makes no mention of ‘a voice 

from heaven’ at all. 

I am labouring this point because of what 

Jesus is about to do, and how much - in human 

terms - he must have needed this kind of 

reassurance from his heavenly Father. 

He was just about to go into the desert to be 

tempted, and from there to start his ministry, 

which he knew was only going to end up in one 

place - on the cross. 

I like to place myself figuratively beside Jesus 

in the line for John’s baptism, and witness this 

event.  I am pleased that the whole thing is so 

tactile as well. 
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As a surgeon in an earlier career, and now a 

qualified Animal Therapist, I love to get my 

hands on to living things.   

I can imagine Jesus’ delight, not just in 

hearing these intensely personal words, but in 

the dove coming to land on him.  I don’t know if 

any of you have had occasion to stroke birds - 

perhaps your own chickens, or you may have 

had pigeons or hawks that you flew - there is 

something very trusting in the way a bird will 

let you stroke them, when they are made in 

such fragile form. 

This is perhaps the most important message 

that comes across to me when I read these 

passages in the gospels - not the voice, which 

may or may not have been there - but the 

dove, the gentle bird that alights on Jesus; 

always regarded across cultures, the dove 

represents purity, gentleness, devotion, 

beauty, faith, and above all - love. 

Before you all scream at me that I’ve missed 

something out, let me reassure you that I 

haven’t and I’m coming to it; but before I 

mention it, I want you to imagine Jesus, 

dripping wet, beaming with a huge smile when 

the bird lands on him, taking it and stroking it 

as he senses his Father’s love upon him. 
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It has been said that if you want to find out 

how a man might treat your daughter if he 

married her - then see how he treats his dog. 

I like to think that just as Jesus held and 

stroked that dove, so he holds and strokes us 

today.  He does not force us to stay - we are 

not tied to his wrist by a jess as we would be 

as a tamed falcon - but are free to go 

wherever we want, knowing he will always be 

there for us when we come back. 

And yes, the dove is traditionally the symbol 

of the Holy Spirit - and I doubt that was lost 

on Jesus either. 

So the fact that Jesus was loved by his 

heavenly Father is shown, potentially, in three 

ways here; first, as a voice; second, as a gift 

of the dove; third, as the symbol of the Holy 

Spirit. 

The story of Noah has the dove coming back 

with an olive branch in its mouth to show that 

a safe landing place had been found. 

If we are to be Jesus’ dove, we need to 

remember where he is, so that we can always 

fly back to him for love and safety.
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